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New opsin variants for stable and
potent optogenetic control

Researchers in Prof. Karl Deisseroth's laboratory have developed a portfolio of
microbial opsin proteins that can be used for precise and modular photosensitization
components that enable optical control of specific cellular processes. This
technology describes new variants of hyperpolarizing opsins that are engineered for
improved membrane trafficking. These new features improve the expression level of
active protein to enable more potent inhibition. These novel opsin genes can be
used to control neural activity for therapeutic and screening applications.

Stage of Research
The inventors have engineered the variants eMac2.0, eMac3.0, eArch2.0, eArch3.0
with endoplasmic reticulum (ER) export sequences and/or trafficking sequences that
direct proteins to the cell membrane. They have demonstrated opsin activity in vitro.

Continued Research
The inventors are continuing studies to test function in vivo.

Applications
Optogenetics - control of neural activity for therapeutic and screening
Therapeutic - optically activated prosthetics for neural inhibition as a potential
alternative to tissue ablation or surgery
Drug screening - for agents that affect hyperpolarization-activated channels

Advantages
Improved activity - with better ER trafficking and neurite trafficking there are
reduced accumulations and blebbing which in turn leads to better overall
performance compared to wild type opsins
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